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We have installed in Cinema One a system 
which enables us, whenever the necessary 
discs are available, to show onscreen subtitles 
for customers who are deaf or hard of hearing, 
and provide audio description (via our infra-red 
headsets) for those who are sight-impaired. 

This month:  

Broken Embraces – all Cinema One 
screenings of this film will have audio 
description. 

Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs – all Cinema 
One screenings of this film will have audio 
description, and the 1.00pm screening on 
Saturday 26 September will also have subtitles. 

FORCRYINGOUTLOUD

Screenings for carers and their babies, on 
Monday mornings at 10.30am. This issue: 

Skin on Monday 7 September 

The Agent on Monday 21 September 

Baby changing, bottle warming and buggy 
parking facilities are available.Tickets cost 
£3/£2 concessions per adult. Screenings limited 
to babies under 12 months accompanied by no 
more than two adults. For Crying Out Loud is 
sponsored by CBeebies.

See page 21 for details of Weans’ World, our 
regular screenings for a younger audience.
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CREATION BROKEN EMBRACES THE GODFATHER

Introduction

’Allo ‘allo ‘allo, what’s goin’ on ‘ere then? 

For the first time since its initial release back in 1972, The Godfather – re-released this month, gloriously restored – now carries a ‘15’ 
certificate for screening in cinemas. It had been an ‘X’ on first release and an ‘18’ back in 1996 – severed horses’ heads just aren’t the 
threat to our nation’s youth that they once were, it would seem. These things do tend to change over time as the nation’s moral guardians 
relax somewhat. You can get away with quite a lot these days if the ‘context’ is right. Unsurprisingly, there has been no rethink at the 
BBFC for In the Realm of the Senses (Ai No Corrida, screening as part of our extensive Nagisa Oshima retrospective), for that, as I imagine 
it always will be, is still an ‘18’. I remember some years ago when the film finally got a release in the UK (some 15 years after its ‘ban’ for its 
strong sexual content and bloody mutilation), when I was a ‘greenhorn’ cinema usher, stopping two ticketless policemen at the door who 
claimed they needed to know what the film was like for, and I paraphrase, the purpose of ‘most effectively exercising the full range of their 
duties’. Beyond the call I’d say, though I doubt it would happen these days... we’ve got the internet for that kind of thing now!

Pedro’s movie-lovers’ delight, Broken Embraces, continues throughout the month, and 11 September sees the release of Andrea Arnold’s 
brilliant second feature film (after 2006’s Red Road), Fish Tank. The 200th anniversary of the birth of the man who changed the world 
forever, C
to have made Creation, the story of a man torn between his love for his deeply religious wife and his own growing belief in a world where 
God has no place. Paul Bettany plays the great man, and Jennifer Connelly, his missus, the wife. Skin tells the astonishing, immensely 
powerf
Africa. Isabelle Huppert and Olivier Gourmet star as the parents of an unusual family who lead a private, secluded, surreal existence next 
to a built-but-never-opened stretch of motorway which finally opens, with catastrophic consequences, in Home. 

For your considerable viewing pleasure, we have secured the world-touring Nagisa Oshima retrospective, one of only 8 sites on its European leg. 
(Not a cheap one to mount, this, so any ticket-buying support you can give us would be greatly appreciated!) Scotland’s social action cinema project 
bring us the second incarnation of the Take One Action Film Festival, showcasing people and movies that are changing the world. And thanks go to 
Paul Schrader for allowing us a few screenings of his own personal copy of the restored version of his masterpiece, Mishima: A Life in Four Chapters.

And I’ve a confession to make: two months ago in this column I predicted an audience of 125 for Joseph Losey’s The Servant, as a test of my 
audience-predicting powers in a world of unpredictable audiences. Well, 57 of you turned up... You remain a perplexing enigma.

Rod White, Head of Programming

FISH TANK
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BROKEN EMBRACES COCO BEFORE CHANEL HOME

New releases

NEWRELEASENEWRELEASENEWRELEASE

Broken Embraces  Los abrazos rotos
Showing all month
Pedro Almodóvar • Spain 2009 • 2h8m • Digital projection   
Spanish with English subtitles   
15 – Contains strong language, sex and hard drug references
Cast: Penélope Cruz, Lluís Homar, Blanca Portillo, José Luís Gómez, 
Rubén Ochandiano.

Reuniting for the fourth time with his muse Penélope Cruz, 
Pedro Almodóvar returns to our screens with a beguiling 
and sensuous movie-lovers delight. 

Harry Caine (Lluís Homar) is a scriptwriter who used to be 
a filmmaker called Mateo Blanco, until a terrible accident 
robbed him of his sight and his wish to be known by his 
real name. An approach from the mysterious Ray X, a 
filmmaker who wishes to collaborate on a script in order to 
exact revenge on his father, plunges Harry (and us) back 
to the time when, as Mateo, he met Lena (Cruz) whilst 
making a film called Girls and Suitcases (Chicas y Maletas 
– a ringer for Women On The Verge...), and Lena was 
struggling to escape her suffocating relationship with the 
film’s ageing producer...  

To attempt any more of the labyrinthine plot would be folly 
– suffice to say this richly enjoyable, elegant piece of work 
sparkles with the trademark style and wit we’ve all come to 
expect from Almodóvar. A sumptuous, noir-ish melodrama, 
and a veritable love letter to the medium itself.  

Coco Before Chanel  Coco avant Chanel
Showing until Thu 10 Sep
Anne Fontaine • France 2009 • 1h50m • Digital projection   
French with English subtitles   
12A – Contains moderate sex references
Cast: Audrey Tautou, Benoît Poelvoorde, Alessandro Nivola,  
Marie Gillain, Emmanuelle Devos.

Audrey Tautou gives a splendid performance as the 
headstrong, self-sufficient French designer who, in  
pre-First World War France, was one of the first women to 
assert herself in a man’s world.

We first meet ‘Coco’ as the young Gabrielle Chanel, 
when her father is abandoning her and her sister at an 
orphanage. The story then skips ahead several years to 
when Chanel is working as a seamstress in Moulins, but 
wanting a career as a singer. It’s in the cabaret clubs that 
she gets her nickname Coco, and meets the wealthy 
Etienne Balsan (Benoît Poelvoodre). After becoming 
Balsan’s mistress and a permanent fixture at his country 
estate, Chanel chafes against the hypocritical morals 
and tight corsets of upper class society, designing loose 
dresses and unadorned hats for friends. But it’s the arrival 
of the self-made English industrialist Arthur ‘Boy’ Capel 
(Alessandro Nivola) to the estate, and their ensuing love 
affair, that helps Chanel fully realise her creative potential.

Bearing a striking resemblance to the real woman, 
Tautou communicates Chanel’s steely resolve and her 
emancipated, fearless approach to life, while letting subtle 
layers of hurt, humiliation and grief show through her pride.

Home
Fri 4 to Thu 10 Sep
Ursula Meier • Switzerland/France/Belgium 2008 • 1h38m   
Digital projection • French with English subtitles   
15 – Contains one use of strong language and strong nudity
Cast: Isabelle Huppert, Olivier Gourmet, Adélaïde Leroux, 
Madeleine Budd, Kacey Mottet Klein.

Described by director Ursula Meier as “a road movie in 
reverse”, Home is an assured and unsettling drama in the 
Michael Haneke mould. 

Marthe (Isabelle Huppert) and Michel (Olivier Gourmet) 
lead a happily isolated life with their kids on the edge of 
an abandoned motorway. Relishing their distance from the 
rest of society, the clan stage makeshift hockey matches, 
sunbathe in deckchairs near the road, and hold picnics in 
their extended backyard. However, when the motorway is 
reopened, it’s only a matter of time before their secluded 
idyll is disrupted, contaminated, and dismantled. As the 
volume of the traffic increases, the house that was once a 
sanctuary becomes a prison, and the family’s mental state 
and unity begin to degrade. 

Increasingly bizarre and despairing in its images of 
breakdown and rebirth, Home is finally hopeful in its view 
of familial bonds holding together, as the characters are 
forced to face the far from idealised world of which they 
are inescapably a part.
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Fish Tank
Showing from Fri 11 Sep
Andrea Arnold • UK 2009 • 2h3m • Digital projection   
15 – Contains very strong language, sex and sex references
Cast: Katie Jarvis, Michael Fassbender, Jason Maza, Kierston 
Wareing, Harry Treadaway.

Andrea Arnold’s Red Road was a debut delivered 
with such astonishing assurance and obvious talent, 
there was little cause for concern her follow-up would 
do anything other than deliver on the considerable 
promise evident in it. And it does, in spades.

Newcomer Katie Jarvis (‘discovered’ by Arnold 
whilst arguing with her boyfriend at a train station) 
plays Mia, a disaffected teen, no longer at school, 
at permanent loggerheads with her mother and at 
odds with the other kids on the estate, whose only 
escape is to practice her dancing, alone, in a nearby 
unoccupied flat. But in her Mum’s latest boyfriend, 
Connor (Michael Fassbender, a rapidly rising star 
if ever there was one), it seems there might be 
someone who can reach her... maybe. But what 
exactly is his motivation?

With a complete grasp of the Essex council estate 
world she depicts, Arnold has produced not only 
a work of startling – and yes, fairly grim – realism, 
but also a riveting drama of considerable power that 
continually confounds us as to where we think it 
might be going next. Terrific performances across the 
board too, particularly newcomer Jarvis who is quite 
remarkable.
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CREATIONTHE AGENTSKIN

Skin
Fri 4 to Thu 10 Sep
Anthony Fabian • UK/South Africa 2008 • 1h47m • 35mm  
English and Zulu with English subtitles   
12A – Contains moderate violence and language
Cast: Sophie Okonedo, Sam Neill, Alice Krige, Jonathan Pienaar, 
Ella Ramangwane.

Set against the backdrop of South African apartheid, Skin, 
about a dark-skinned girl with tight curls born to a white 
Afrikaner couple due to some sort of throwback genetic 
hiccup, serves as a stirring allegory for birthright and the 
assertion of one’s identity in the face of oppression. But 
the fact that it’s actually based on a true story adds an 
extra layer of poignancy, heightened further by a superb 
performance from Sophie Okonedo.

For Sandra Laing, the fact that she didn’t share a similar 
complexion to that of her parents and older brother (on 
her birth certificate she’s classified as white) only really 
becomes an issue when she attends an all-white girls’ 
school. When the administration finds a lame excuse to 
expel her, her father, Abraham (a rigid Sam Neill) takes on 
the government in a bid to prove her ‘whiteness’, but his 
tireless fight seems to have more to do with his discomfort 
with her perceived ethnicity than to uphold his daughter’s 
civil rights...

The Agent
Fri 18 to Sun 20 Sep (+ Mon 21 Sep, babies only)
Lesley Manning • UK 2008 • 1h20m • Digital projection • 12A
Cast: William Beck, Stephen Kennedy, Maureen Lipman, Laura Morgan.

The ultra-low budget, bitingly funny story of a frustrated 
writer and his agent. Skilled but self-doubting writer Stephen 
hasn’t heard from his agent Alexander in the four months 
since he sent in the final draft of his new novel, ‘Black’. 
Grasping the nettle, Stephen hotfoots it to Alexander’s office 
to demand a response. What, he asks, gives Alexander the 
right to decide what people should read? And why do so 
many worthless books make money? Alexander brushes the 
questions away, but an ultimatum soon develops…

Maybe you missed.../Classic re-releases

Creation
Fri 25 Sep to Thu 8 Oct
Jon Amiel • UK 2009 • 1h45m • Digital projection • cert tbc
Cast: Paul Bettany, Jennifer Connelly, Toby Jones, Jeremy Northam, 
Benedict Cumberbatch.

Part ghost story, part psychological thriller, part heart-
wrenching love story, Creation is the powerful story of 
Charles Darwin and the single most explosive idea in 
history. 

Darwin’s great, still controversial, book ‘On the Origin of 
Species’ depicts nature as a battleground. In Creation the 
battleground is a man’s heart. Torn between his love for his 
deeply religious wife and his own growing belief in a world 
where God has no place, Darwin finds himself caught in a 
struggle between faith and reason, love and truth.

This is not the grey-bearded old man that most people 
imagine when they think of Darwin. The Darwin we meet 
in Creation is a young, vibrant father, husband and friend 
whose mental and physical health gradually buckles under 
the weight of guilt and grief for a lost child. Ultimately it 
is Annie, his adored 10 year-old daughter, who leads him 
out of darkness and helps him reconnect with his wife 
and family. Only then is he able to create the book that 
changed the world. Told in a dazzling collage of scenes 
from the past and present, laced with stories of exotic 
animals and the dark dreams of a troubled mind, Creation 
is a film that will provoke, entertain and ultimately deeply 
move audiences.

Just Another Love Story
Kærlighed på film
Wed 16 & Thu 17 Sep
Ole Bornedal • Denmark 2007 • 1h44m • 35mm   
Danish with English subtitles   
18 – Contains very strong violence and strong sexualised nudity
Cast: Anders W Berthelsen, Rebecka Hemse, Nikolaj Lie Kaas.

Contrived excess is rarely as entertaining as it is in this 
frenzied noirish romantic thriller from Danish writer-director 
Ole Bornedal. The film kicks off with three ‘love scenes’: In 
the first, a man lies bleeding to death on a rainy street while 
a woman weeps over him. In the second, a middle-aged 
husband and wife enjoy some playful pillow talk, and in the 
third, two young lovers are involved in a tense standoff with 
a gun. The connection between these three snapshots – as 
well as the implicit connection between passionate romance 
and violence – will be made clear by the film’s end...

JUST ANOTHER LOVE STORY
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CREATION SIN NOMBRE MISHIMA: A LIFE IN FOUR CHAPTERS THE GODFATHER

Maybe you missed.../Classic re-releases

CLASSICRE-RELEASEMAYBEYOUMISSED... CLASSICRE-RELEASE

Sin Nombre
Fri 11 to Sun 13 Sep
Cary Fukunaga • Mexico/USA 2009 • 1h36m • 35mm   
Spanish with English subtitles   
15 – Contains strong violence and language
Cast: Edgar Flores, Paulina Gaitan, Kristyan Ferrer, Tenoch Huerta 
Mejia, Diana Garcia.

Cary Fukunaga’s striking debut feature deftly weaves two 
stories of desperation. The first centres on Willy (Edgar 
Flores), an introspective Mexican teenager beginning to 
chafe against the murderous strictures of his gang. The 
second follows Sayra (Paulina Gaitan), a Honduran girl 
stowing away on a train through Mexico in the hopes of 
sneaking across the Texas border. Both teenagers are 
prisoners of circumstance, and both have an opportunity to 
gamble for a better life. As their fates collide and diverge, 
the film tenderly illuminates lives lived constantly on the 
verge – on the verge of death, of hope, of honour and 
dishonour, damnation and redemption. 

If it weren’t for the deft cinematography and the gorgeous 
score, much of Sin Nombre could pass for a documentary. 
There’s much food for thought here – how the cancer of 
gangs spreads through generations, how an underground 
railroad to the United States delivers some families while 
destroying others, how the divisions between countries 
and between countrymen are self-perpetuating and lethal 
– but none of it is as effective as the characters, the acting, 
the craftsmanship and the story.

Mishima: A Life in Four Chapters
Mon 14 & Tue 15 Sep
Paul Schrader • USA 1985 • 2h • New 35mm print   
Japanese and English with English subtitles • 15
Cast: Ken Ogata, Masayuki Shionoya, Hiroshi Mikami, Junya 
Fukuda, Shigeto Tachihara.

Perhaps Japan’s best-known author, Yukio Mishima wrote 
40 novels, 25 plays, 200 short stories and 8 volumes of 
essays before his ritual suicide at the age of 45. One of his 
driving concerns was his perception of Japan’s post-WWII 
rejection of its rich history of tradition, ritual, honour and 
religion in favour of the Western world’s pursuit of money. 
He formed his own private army, called the Shield Society, 
whose purpose was to restore Japan to the emperor. 

In this masterful biopic, Paul Schrader approaches his 
subject with taste and intelligence, assisted in no small 
way by his collaborators, in particular actor Ken Ogata, 
cinematographer John Bailey and composer Philip Glass. 
Separated into four chapters, the film juxtaposes Mishima’s 
suicide with flashbacks from his life and dramatisations 
of his novels, integrating fictional and real events and 
gradually dissecting Mishima’s obsessions. 

Screening in association with ScreenLit Festival of Film, TV & 
Writing, Broadway Cinema, Nottingham.

Special thanks to Paul Schrader for allowing us to screen his 
own personal print.

The Godfather
Fri 25 Sep to Sun 4 Oct
Francis Ford Coppola • USA 1972 • 2h55m • Digital projection  
English and Italian with English subtitles   
15 – Contains strong violence
Cast: Marlon Brando, Al Pacino, James Caan, Robert Duvall,  
Diane Keaton, John Cazale.

A stunning digital restoration of Francis Ford Coppola’s 
masterpiece, the ultimate gangster movie. Based on 
the best-selling novel by Mario Puzo (who co-wrote the 
screenplay with director Francis Ford Coppola), The 
Godfather tells an epic tale of Mafia life in America during 
the 1940s and 1950s. Vito Corleone (Marlon Brando) is 
the family patriarch, balancing a love of his family with an 
ambitious criminal instinct. At the wedding of the Don’s 
daughter Connie (Talia Shire), youngest son Michael 
(Al Pacino) is reunited with his family. A subsequent 
assassination attempt leaves the Don too ill to run the family 
business, forcing Michael and Sonny (James Caan), with 
the help of lawyer Tom Hagen (Robert Duvall), to lead the 
Corleones into a vendetta-filled war with other mob families. 

One of Hollywood’s greatest critical and commercial 
successes, The Godfather gets everything right; not only 
did the movie transcend expectations, it established new 
benchmarks for American cinema. Brando was considered 
box office poison when he was cast as the ageing Don, and 
his hamster-cheeked performance launched a thousand 
parodies (even Brando got in on the act, mocking himself 
mercilessly in The Freshman). It also won him his second 
Oscar® (which he famously declined to accept) and sealed 
his reputation as perhaps America’s greatest film actor.
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THE SARI SOLDIERS

Take One Action Film Festival

I AM BECAUSE WE ARE

Take One Action 
Film Festival
People and movies that are changing the world

ad_vo_ca_cy (ad-vuh-kuh-see) NOUN, plural -cies 
the act of pleading for, supporting, or recommending 
on behalf of someone or something.

Take One Action is Scotland’s social action cinema 
project. For two weeks in Edinburgh and Glasgow, 
our festival and schools programme showcases the 
best in global and environmental justice cinema. 
Discussions, exhibitions and workshops give you 
the chance to explore the issues and get involved in 
positive solutions. For full details, including Glasgow 
and schools screenings, or for information on year-
round events, visit www.takeoneaction.org.uk or 
pick up a festival programme from the foyer.

I Am Because We Are
Thu 17 Sep at 8.20pm
Nathan Rissman • USA 2008 • 1h20m • HD-Cam • 12A 
Documentary

Set in Malawi and produced and narrated by Madonna, 
I Am Because We Are explores the meaning of dignity 
in a culture torn apart by poverty and HIV. It takes in the 
extremes of social deprivation, but ultimately considers 
the restorative power that vision and co-operation can 
bring to the most difficult of contexts. Perhaps surprisingly, 
it presents a real challenge to individuals, development 
agencies and the international community at large. 

“For once in Madonna’s movie career, the attention at 
Cannes is justified.”  The Times

Followed by discussion: “Malawi, Madonna and You: 
whose film is it anyway?” A chance to consider the power 
and responsibilities of external agents in the developing 
world with policy makers, local volunteers, leading media 
figures and artists. Screening supported by VSO.

The Sari Soldiers
Fri 18 Sep at 5.45pm
Julie Bridgham • USA 2008 • 1h32m • DigiBeta 
English and Nepali with English subtitles • 15 • Documentary

When Devi witnesses her niece being tortured and 
murdered by the Royal Nepal Army, she speaks publicly 
about the atrocity. The army abducts her daughter in 
retaliation, and Devi embarks on a three-year quest for 
truth and justice. The Sari Soldiers charts her extraordinary 
journey and those of six other women from opposing sides 
of an escalating civil war who are determined to reshape 
their country’s future. 

“Gives credence to the old feminist saw that if women 
were given power, they would speedily put an end to war.” 
Variety

Followed by discussion “Empowering communities in 
Nepal”, led by Nepalese campaigner Purna Shrestha and 
journalist Billy Briggs (New Statesman, The Herald ) who 
has written extensively about Nepal. With support from 
the Nepal Scotland Association.

Become an Action Hero
Take One Action relies on regular giving 
to bring the best in global action cinema to 
Scotland to inspire social change. Annual 
membership has a range of benefits. For 
more information, visit www.takeoneaction.
org.uk/actionheroes or pick up a leaflet 
available in the cinema.

“Take One Action is a 
demand that reminds 
us that political activity 
is a necessity, a 
responsibility that we all 
share.” Take One Action 
patron, Ken Loach
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THE SARI SOLDIERS ORANGE REVOLUTION

Take One Action Film Festival

REPORTERRANG DE BASANTI

TICKETDEALS

See any three (or more) films in this season and get 15% off 
See any six (or more) films in this season and get 25% off 
See any nine (or more) films in this season and get 35% off

These packages are available online, in person and on the 
phone, on both full price and concession price tickets.  
Tickets must all be bought at the same time. 

Orange Revolution
Fri 18 Sep at 8.25pm
Steve York • USA 2007 • 1h32m • DigiBeta • English, Ukrainian 
and Russian with English subtitles • 12A • Documentary

Orange Revolution chronicles Ukraine’s response to the 
2004 presidential campaign. After the leading opposition 
candidate is poisoned, voters are intimidated and election 
officials are accused of miscounting votes, nearly a million 
citizens turn out on the streets of Kiev for a 17-day around-
the-clock protest. This awe-inspiring film captures the spirit 
and determination of the most successful political protest 
of the decade, and raises a timely question: just how far 
would you go for democracy? Winner of the President’s 
Award, Chicago International Documentary Festival.

Followed by discussion “Reclaiming Democracy: lessons from 
the Orange Revolution” led by The Scottish Youth Parliament.

Rang De Basanti
Sat 19 Sep at 2.30pm
Rakesh Omprakash Mehra • India 2006 • 2h37m • 35mm   
English and Hindi with English subtitles • 12A
Cast: Aamir Khan, Siddharth, Sharman Joshi, Kunal Kapoor.

Bollywood comes of age in this vibrant, fast-paced and 
furious film which follows an English director as she tries 
to involve Indian students in her debut feature about 
revolutionaries taking on the Empire. When catastrophe 
strikes in real life, the young Indian cast decide to take 
back control of their country, and movie-making spills 
into widespread protest against corruption in national life. 
Winner, Best Picture, Indian Film Academy Awards.

“An ambitious melding of history, politics, romance and 
patriotism within a commercial Hindi movie.” Variety.

Crude
Sat 19 Sep at 5.45pm
Joe Berlinger • USA 2009 • 1h45m • DigiBeta   
English and Spanish with English subtitles • 15 • Documentary

Three years in the making, this cinéma-vérité feature tells 
the epic story of one of the largest and most controversial 
legal cases on the planet. An inside look at the infamous 
$27 billion ‘Amazon Chernobyl’ case against US based 
Chevron, Crude is a real-life high stakes legal drama set 
against a backdrop of the environmental movement, global 
politics, multinational greed and rapidly-disappearing 
indigenous cultures. 

“Intrinsically cinematic...The most urgent film I’ve seen at 
Sundance this year.” LA Weekly

Followed by discussion on the theme “Cleaning up the 
Rules” with speakers including Ecuadorian campaigner 
Benito Bonilla (Acción Ecológica), Deborah Doune 
(Director, World Development Movement) and Ian Leggett 
(Director, People and Planet). Screening supported by the 
World Development Movement.

Reporter
Sun 20 Sep at 5.45pm
Eric Daniel Metzgar • USA 2009 • 1h30m • DigiBeta • 15 
Documentary

With careful journalism rapidly giving way to an instant 
news agenda, does the media still have the power to 
inspire consumers to act as citizens? With these questions 
in mind, Nicholas Kristof, the Pulitzer Prize-winning 
columnist of The New York Times heads into the Congo 
to uncover the singular stories that just might provoke 
us to respond. He moves from ravaged villages and 
displacement camps to the jungle hideout of Congo’s 
reigning rebel warlord, General Nkunda. As we journey 
with him, Reporter forces us to ask vital questions 
about conflict, development, news values and our own 
psychology. 

“A vivid characterisation of an impassioned journalist.” 
Variety

Followed by discussion “At the risk of being ignored: 
media, society and atrocity,” with speakers including David 
Pratt (foreign affairs correspondent, The Sunday Herald), 
the first British journalist to interview warlord Laurent 
Nkunda for television, and Malcolm Flemming (Director of 
Communications, Oxfam Scotland).

“These corrupt ministers are a 
reflection of our society. We’ve chosen 
them. We need to change ourselves to 
bring about change.” Rang de Basanti

CRUDE

SEASON CONTINUES OVERLEAF
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HOME MODERN TIMESNAURU: AN ISLAND ADRIFT

Take One Action Film Festival (continued) Take One Action Film Festival

Home
A film by Yann Arthus-Bertrand
Sun 20 Sep at 8.30pm & Tue 22 Sep at 3.00pm
Yann Arthus-Bertrand • France 2009 • 1h32m • Digital projection  
PG • Documentary with commentary by Glenn Close

Showing for the second time ever in cinemas in the UK, 
Home takes you on a breathtaking journey through “The 
Earth from the Air,” shot in 54 countries over 3 years. It 
captures the astonishing beauty and fragility of a planet 
and the people and animals that live there, exposing the 
environmental and social risks that we face in our shared 
home, and the incredible opportunities we have to work 
together to overcome them. 

“Quite simply, awesome viewing.” The Ecologist. 

The screening on Sunday 20 September will be 
accompanied by discussion and action to celebrate and 
raise awareness of Scotland’s role in the fight against 
climate change, led by Mike Robinson, Chair of the Stop 
Climate Chaos Scotland Coalition (SCCS). Screening 
supported by SCIAF, members of SCCS.

Nauru: An Island Adrift
Mon 21 Sep at 5.45pm & Wed 23 Sep at 8.15pm
Juliano Ribeiro Salgado • France 2009 • 1h20m • HD-Cam  
English and French with English subtitles • 12A • Documentary

Nauru, a tiny little-known island in the Micronesian South 
Pacific, serves as a devastating example of a people and 
place utterly destroyed by economic growth divorced from 
environmental priorities. A century’s worth of rampant 
phosphate exploitation has drained the nation’s natural 
resources. Once the second richest country in the world, 
with the highest per capita income anywhere, Nauru 
now faces complete financial disaster, a health crisis, and 
governmental and infrastructural collapse. A terrifying look 
at the end results of so-called progress, capitalism and a 
resource-based economy. 

These screenings will be accompanied by music, storytelling 
and discussion. With oil activist Benito Bonilla (Acción 
Ecológica) on Monday 21 September and acclaimed author 
Alastair McIntosh on Wednesday 23rd September (“lyrical, 
passionate… truly compelling” Sunday Herald).

Modern Times
Tue 22 Sep at 5.45pm
Charles Chaplin • USA 1936 • 1h29m • 35mm   
Silent with music track • U
Cast: Charles Chaplin, Paulette Goddard, Henry Bergman, Tiny 
Sandford, Chester Conklin.

Made at the time of Roosevelt’s New Deal, Chaplin’s first 
‘political’ film tells the story of a worker buffeted about and 
neglected by inhuman forces of industrialisation, politics 
and the law. Between wonderful stage sets and routines 
which see his famous ‘Little Tramp’ figure almost literally 
transformed into just one more product, the hero befriends 
an orphaned teenager, and together they set about to 
carve out a little bit of happiness in the world together. 

“Decades later, the essential message remains powerfully 
relevant.” Empire

This rare screening will be preceded by a short talk about 
the campaign for a Green New Deal from the G20 summit 
in St Andrews on 7 November. For more information visit 
www.g20standrews.org

Two world-changing dates for your diary

The Road to the G20 in St Andrews  www.g20standrews.org
Saturday 26 September, 10.30am to 1.30pm, Roxy Art House, 2 Roxburgh Place, Edinburgh 
This autumn, world leaders will meet in St Andrews. They could make life better for billions of people, but only if you tell them to. 
This FREE workshop will support  effective action on many of the issues raised in Take One Action  

National climate change march  www.the-wave.org.uk/scotland   
Saturday 5 December, Glasgow  
Join churches, unions, and campaign groups representing more than 2 million people in Scotland. With your support, this fun march 
will show world leaders  meeting in Copenhagen that we all want a climate change deal that will do enough, in time.
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BORN INTO BROTHELS SYMPOSIUMTHE HUNGER SEASON

Take One Action Film Festival (continued) Take One Action Film Festival

Born into Brothels
Tue 22 Sep at 8.15pm
Zana Briski & Ross Kauffman • USA 2004 • 1h25m • DigiBeta  
English and Bengali with English subtitles • 15 • Documentary

The most stigmatised people in Calcutta’s red light district 
are not the prostitutes but their children. In the face of 
abject poverty, abuse and despair, children have little hope 
of escaping their mothers’ fate to create another kind of 
life. Drawn into their world, filmmaker Zana Briski finds 
herself teaching the children how to take photographs. Her 
lessons unleash vital insights into their souls. But where will 
they go from here? Winner of Best Feature Documentary, 
77th Academy Awards

Followed by discussion “Is education the key to 
development?,” bringing together speakers from the 
worlds of politics, media, volunteering and development. 
Screening supported by VSO.

The Hunger Season
Thu 24 Sep at 6.00pm
Beadie Finzi • UK 2007 • 1h14m • DigiBeta • 12A • Documentary

Across the world a massive food crisis is unfolding. 19 
million children are already dying each year from acute 
malnutrition. Now climate change, increasing consumption 
and the dash for Biofuels are causing hitherto unimagined 
shortages and rocketing prices. These events have already 
provoked unrest and violence from the Middle East to 
South America, and there is no ‘natural’ end in sight. The 
Hunger Season lays bare the actors and the stories in a 
new global tragedy, and calls for a radical rethinking of the 
relationships between governments, international bodies, 
NGOs and communities.

Followed by discussion “Hungry for change,” with speakers 
including the film’s producer Jessica Edwards. Screening 
supported by NIDOS, The Network for International 
Development Organisations in Scotland.

Symposium
Reclaiming the cinema: funding, distribution 
and the presentation of film for social change
Friday 25 September, 2-5pm, Filmhouse

“Cry Freedom achieved more to tell the world about 
apartheid in South Africa in one year than all my 
years on Robben Island…” Nelson Mandela

From David Attenborough to Michael Moore, 
there’s no doubt that films have changed the 
world: but in a changing world, how are filmmakers 
and campaigners keeping pace? Mixing debate, 
new work and compelling talks from some of the 
leading players in Britain’s emerging global action 
cinema scene, this special symposium event 
gives you the opportunity to explore the latest 
thinking about popular film as a tool for social 
change. Open to everyone, but of special value 
to activists, filmmakers and people interested in 
communications and culture.

Speakers include distributor Oli Harbottle (Burma VJ, 
The Age of Stupid, The End of the Line), campaigner 
and director Mike Bonanno (The Yes Men), 
campaigner-turned talent spotter Deborah Burton 
(Tipping Point Film Fund; Bamako, Black Gold) and 
Simon Bateson (Director, Take One Action).

Free, but places are limited. To register please 
email your name and organisation/area of 
interest to info@takeoneaction.org.uk

Supported by Scottish Screen

“After years of poverty, famine and 
unnecessary suffering, it’s normal to 
be suspicious of the outside world’s 
intervention and to want to cling 
to what is familiar, even though 
you know it’s holding you back...” 
Madonna in I Am Because We Are

“We are actually born twice. Millions 
are born and then they die, but there 
is no record of them. Only those who 
contribute something to society, only 
those are born two times.” The Sari 
Soldiers

SEASON CONTINUES OVERLEAF
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TAKING LIBERTIESLET’S MAKE MONEY

Take One Action Film Festival

THE YES MEN FIX THE WORLD

The Yes Men Fix the World
Fri 25 Sep at 8.40pm, Sat 26 Sep at 2.35pm &  
Sun 27 Sep at 5.30pm
Andy Bichlbaum & Mike Bonanno • France/USA 2009 • 1h27m  
Digital projection • 12A – Contains one use of strong language 
Documentary

Troublemaking duo Andy and Mike return to the big 
screen, posing as their industrious alter-egos, to expose 
the people profiting from Hurricane Katrina, the faces 
behind the environmental disaster in Bhopal, and other 
shocking events. This laugh-out-loud movie will have you 
railing against economic and corporate injustices, fired-up 
to get to the good news, and pledging to step into your 
own giant inflatable counter-terror suit. 

“Fat-cat-fooling fun.” Variety

The screening on Friday 25 September at 8.40pm will be 
followed by a Q&A with director Mike Bonano, chaired 
by Simon Bateson (Take One Action). The screening on 
Saturday 26 September at 2.35pm will be accompanied by 
a short discussion linked to campaigning in Scotland for 
a strong international climate change agreement and for 
economic reform at the G20 in St Andrews. 

Taking Liberties
Sat 26 Sep at 5.15pm
Chris Atkins • UK 2007 • 1h40m • 35mm • 15 • Documentary

Just how solid is our democratic right to challenge and 
criticise government policies we don’t agree with? Moving 
from the teenage sisters detained for 36 hours without 
charge, to a war veteran arrested for wearing an anti-Bush 
t-shirt, this hell-raising, irreverent documentary charts 
countless examples of lost civil liberties over the last ten 
years in Britain. 

“Bold, fearless and blackly funny, this film should be 
compulsory viewing.” Dazed and Confused.

Followed by discussion, “The true cost of freedom”, 
with the film’s director Chris Atkins and Scottish activists 
including climate change campaigner Tilly Gifford (subject 
of this year’s headline Guardian story about Strathclyde 
constabulary: “Police bid to recruit protester as spy”).

Let’s Make Money
Fri 25 Sep at 5.30pm
Erwin Wagenhofer • Austria 2009 • 1h50m • DigiBeta   
German, Spanish, English, Tamil and French with English subtitles  
15 • Documentary

Spanning the globe from Burkina Faso to Jersey, this is a 
profoundly dystopian exposé of the economic practices 
which so recently led to global financial collapse. With 
a remarkable degree of access to central players in 
international finance, economic theory and government 
policy, Let’s Make Money serves as a time capsule for 
what, and who, went wrong. 

“The hottest documentary to hit European screens since its 
Viennale premiere.” Moving Pictures Magazine

Followed by discussion “Put People First: an alternative 
view of global economics,” with acclaimed thinkers 
and campaigners Nick Dearden (Director, Jubilee 
Debt Campaign), Julian Oram (Policy Director, World 
Development Movement) and John Christenson (Director, 
Tax Justice Network). Screening supported by Jubilee 
Scotland, Christian Aid and World Development Movement.

“If I look at the mass I will never act. 
If I look at the one, I will.” Mother 
Theresa, quoted in Reporter

Behind the Placards:  
Stories for the G20 at St Andrews   
6 September - 2 October

Filmhouse cafe-bar plays host to placards, 
photos and stories representing the 35,000 
dignified men and women who marched 
during the G20 in London in March 2009.
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13Take One Action Film Festival

With 40 years’ experience, Stevenson
College is a centre of excellence for
languages covering:
• English as a second language
• Foreign languages
• Interpreting

Call 0131 535 4700 or simply visit
www.stevenson.ac.uk

Add another string
to your bow.

Add colour to your life
stevenson.ac.uk

A02316 Stevenson 55x55 FilmHouse Ad2:L

4Arabic
Bulgarian
Croatian
Dutch
English
French
German
Greek
Hungarian
Italian
Japanese
Kiswahili
Mandarin
Norwegian
Polish
Portuguese
Russian
Slovenian
Spanish
Swedish
Turkish

40 years
of experience – 
4 years  in Edinburgh

  conversational
  courses, translation
  and interpreting

29 Hanover Street, Edinburgh
Tel: 0131 220 5119
info@inlingua-edinburgh.co.uk

years

ad_54x54_def  27.05.2008  18:19 Uhr  Seite 1
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DAY 
DATE

SCREEN NO. & 
FILM TITLE

SHOW 
TIMES

DAY 
DATE

SCREEN NO. & 
FILM TITLE

SHOW 
TIMES

DAY 
DATE

SCREEN NO. & 
FILM TITLE

SHOW 
TIMES

 Fri 1 Broken Embraces (AD) 2.30/5.45/8.30
 4 2 Coco Before Chanel 1.15/8.15
 Sep 2 Home 3.45/6.00
  3 Skin 1.00/3.30/8.45
  3 Japanese Summer... (NO) 6.15

 Sat 1 Broken Embraces (AD) 2.30/5.45/8.30
 5 2 Coco Before Chanel 1.15/8.15
 Sep 2 Home 3.45/6.00
  3 Skin 1.00/3.30/6.15/8.45

 Sun 1 Chess in Concert 2.30  (£7.50/£5)
 6 1 Broken Embraces (AD) 5.45/8.30
 Sep 2 Broken Embraces 1.00
  2 Coco Before Chanel 3.45/8.30
  2 Home 6.10
  3 Skin 1.30/6.25
  3 The Big Smoke  4.00
  3 Japanese Summer... (NO) 8.45

 Mon 1 Broken Embraces (AD) 2.30/5.45/8.30
 7 2 Coco Before Chanel 1.15/8.15
 Sep 2 Home 3.45/6.00
  3 Skin 10.30am (babies only)
  3 Skin 3.30/8.30
  3 The Big Smoke  6.15

 Tue 1 Broken Embraces (AD) 2.30/5.45/8.30
 8 2 Coco Before Chanel 1.15/8.15
 Sep 2 Home 3.45/6.00
  3 Skin 3.30/8.30
  3 The Woman on the Beach (JR) 6.15 + introduction

 Wed 1 Broken Embraces (AD) 2.30/5.45/8.30
 9 2 Coco Before Chanel 1.15/8.15
 Sep 2 Home 3.45/6.00
  3 Skin 3.30/8.30
  3 Dear Summer Sister (NO) 6.15

 Thu 1 Broken Embraces (AD) 2.30/5.45/8.30
 10 2 Coco Before Chanel 1.15/8.15
 Sep 2 Home 3.45/6.00
  3 Skin 3.30/6.15/8.30

 Fri 1 Fish Tank 1.00/3.40/6.15/8.50
 11 2 Broken Embraces 3.00/5.45/8.30
 Sep 3 Sin Nombre 1.15/3.30/8.15
  3 Dear Summer Sister (NO) 6.00

 Sat 1 Fish Tank 1.00/3.40/6.15/8.50
 12 2 Broken Embraces 3.00/5.45/8.30
 Sep 3 Sin Nombre 1.15/3.30/8.45
  3 Merry Christmas, Mr L... (NO)  6.00

 Sun 1 I Puritani 2.00  (£15/£10)
 13 1 Fish Tank 6.00/8.40
 Sep 2 Treasure Planet (WW) 1.00
  2 Fish Tank 3.00
  2 Broken Embraces 5.45/8.30
  3 Twelve Monkeys 1.00 + intro/disc.
  3 Merry Christmas, Mr L... (NO)  4.15
  3 Sin Nombre 6.50
  3 Empire of Passion (NO) 9.00

 Mon 1 Fish Tank 2.30/5.45/8.20
 14 2 Treasure Planet (WW) 10.30am
 Sep 2 Broken Embraces 3.00/5.45/8.30
  3 Mishima: A Life in Four Chapters 3.15/8.15

 Tue 1 Fish Tank 2.30/6.00/8.40
 15 2 Broken Embraces 3.00/5.45/8.30
 Sep 3 Mishima: A Life in Four Chapters 3.15/8.15
  3 The River (JR) 6.00

 Wed 1 Fish Tank 2.30/6.00/8.40
 16 2 Broken Embraces 3.00/5.45/8.30
 Sep 3 Just Another Love Story 3.30/6.15
  3 Death by Hanging (NO) 8.45

 Thu 1 Fish Tank 2.30/5.45
 17 1 I Am Because We Are (T1A) 8.20 + discussion
 Sep 2 Broken Embraces 3.00/5.45
  2 Fish Tank 8.30
  3 Just Another Love Story 3.30/6.15
  3 Death by Hanging (NO) 8.45

 Fri 1 Fish Tank 1.00/3.40/6.15/8.50
 18 2 The Agent 1.45/3.45
 Sep 2 The Sari Soldiers (T1A) 5.45 + discussion
  2 Orange Revolution (T1A) 8.25 + discussion
  3 Broken Embraces 3.00/6.00/8.40

 Sat 1 Fish Tank 1.00/3.40/6.15/8.50
 19 2 The Agent 12.30/8.55
 Sep 2 Rang De Basanti (T1A) 2.30
  2 Crude (T1A) 5.45 + discussion
  3 Broken Embraces 1.00/8.15
  3 Band of Ninja (NO) 3.45
  3 The Pleasures of the Flesh (NO) 6.00

 Sun 1 Fish Tank 1.00/3.40/6.15/8.50
 20 2 The Agent 1.30/3.30
 Sep 2 Reporter (T1A) 5.45 + discussion
  2 Home (Arthus-Bertrand) (T1A) 8.30 + discussion
  3 Broken Embraces 1.00/6.00
  3 Band of Ninja (NO) 3.45
  3 Empire of Passion (NO) 8.45

 Mon 1 Fish Tank 2.30/6.00/8.40
 21 2 The Agent 10.30am (babies only)
 Sep 2 Broken Embraces 2.30/8.30
  2 Nauru: An Island Adrift (T1A) 5.45 + discussion
  3 Broken Embraces 3.30
  3 The Pleasures of the Flesh (NO) 6.30
  3 Cruel Story of Youth (NO) 8.45

 Tue 1 Fish Tank 2.30/6.00/8.40
 22 2 Home (Arthus-Bertrand) (T1A) 3.00
 Sep 2 Modern Times (T1A) 5.45 + introduction
  2 Born into Brothels (T1A) 8.15 + discussion
  3 Broken Embraces 3.30/8.30
  3 The Sun’s Burial (NO) 6.15

 Wed 1 Fish Tank 2.30/6.00/8.40
 23 2 Broken Embraces 3.30
 Sep 2 A Town of Love... + short (NO) 5.45 
  2 Nauru: An Island Adrift (T1A) 8.15 + discussion
  3 Broken Embraces 2.30/6.00
  3 Cruel Story of Youth (NO) 8.45

FILMHOUSE PROGRAMME     4 September - 1 October 2009           BOX OFFICE 0131 228 2688    WWW.FILMHOUSECINEMA.COM          4 September - 1 October 2009     FILMHOUSE PROGRAMME                        
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DAY 
DATE

SCREEN NO. & 
FILM TITLE

SHOW 
TIMES

KEY:  

(AD) – Audio Description (see page 2) 

(B) – Carer & baby screening (see page 2) 

(S) – Subtitled (see page 2)

SEASONS:   

(BC) – Bardem & Cruz (pages 22-24)

(JR) – Jean Renoir (page 25)

(NO) – Nagisa Oshima (pages 16-19)

(T1A) – Take One Action Film Festival (pages 8-12)

(WW) – Weans’ World (page 27) 

Full index of films on page 2

 Thu 1 Fish Tank 2.30/6.00/8.40
 24 2 Broken Embraces 2.30/8.30
 Sep 2 The Hunger Season (T1A) 6.00 + discussion
  3 Broken Embraces 3.30
  3 The Sun’s Burial (NO) 6.15
  3 A Town of Love... + short (NO) 8.45

 Fri 1 Broken Embraces 1.00
 25 1 Creation 3.45/6.15/8.45
 Sep 2 The Godfather 2.00
  2 Let’s Make Money (T1A) 5.30 + discussion
  2 The Yes Men Fix the World (T1A) 8.40 + Q&A
  3 Boy (NO) 6.00
  3 Fish Tank 8.30

 Sat 1 Ice Age: Dawn... (WW) (AD) + (S) 1.00
 26 1 Creation 3.00/6.15/8.45
 Sep 2 The Yes Men Fix the World (T1A) 2.35 + discussion
  2 Taking Liberties (T1A) 5.15 + discussion
  2 The Godfather 8.10
  3 Jamón, jamón (BC) 1.00
  3 Sing a Song of Sex (NO) 3.25
  3 Broken Embraces 5.45
  3 Fish Tank 8.30

 Sun 1 Ice Age: Dawn of... (WW) (AD) 1.00
 27 1 Creation 3.00/6.15/8.45
 Sep 2 The Godfather 2.00/7.45
  2 The Yes Men Fix the World (T1A) 5.30
  3 Belle epoque (BC) 1.00
  3 Sing a Song of Sex (NO) 3.25
  3 Broken Embraces 5.45
  3 Fish Tank 8.30

 Mon 1 Ice Age: Dawn of... (WW) (AD) 10.30am
 28 1 Creation 2.30/5.45
 Sep 1 The Godfather 8.10
  2 The Godfather 2.00
  2 Broken Embraces 6.00
  2 Creation 8.45
  3 Fish Tank 3.00/8.30
  3 Live Flesh (BC) 6.15

DAY 
DATE

SCREEN NO. & 
FILM TITLE

SHOW 
TIMES

 Tue 1 Creation 2.30/5.45
 29 1 The Godfather 8.10
 Sep 2 The Godfather 2.00
  2 Broken Embraces 6.00
  2 Creation 8.45
  3 Fish Tank 3.00/8.30
  3 Volver (BC) 5.45

 Wed 1 Creation 2.30/5.45
 30 1 The Godfather 8.10
 Sep 2 The Godfather 2.00
  2 Broken Embraces 6.00
  2 Creation 8.45
  3 Fish Tank 3.00/8.30
  3 Boy (NO) 6.15

 Thu 1 Creation 2.30/5.45
 1 1 The Godfather 8.10
 Oct 2 The Godfather 2.00
  2 Broken Embraces 6.00
  2 Creation 8.45
  3 Fish Tank 3.00/8.30
  3 Don’t Move (BC) 5.45

FILMHOUSE PROGRAMME     4 September - 1 October 2009           BOX OFFICE 0131 228 2688    WWW.FILMHOUSECINEMA.COM          4 September - 1 October 2009     FILMHOUSE PROGRAMME                        

TICKET PRICES & INFORMATION
 
MATINEES (Shows starting prior to 5pm) 
£4.90 full price, £3.30 concessions   
Friday Bargain Matinees £3.60/£2.10 concessions 
 
EVENING SCREENINGS (Starting 5pm and later)  
£6.50 full price, £4.90 concessions 
 
Concessions available for: Students (with current 
matriculation card); School pupils (15 - 18 
years); Claimants (Income Support/Family Credit 
payment book); Senior Citizens; Disability or 
Invalidity status; Children (under 15). 

There are ticket deals available on film seasons, 
these are detailed on the same page as the films. 

All performances are bookable in advance. 
Tickets may be reserved for performances and 
must be collected no later than 30 minutes before 
performance starts. Tickets may be booked by 
credit card on the number below or online at 
www.filmhousecinema.com.  A £1.50 booking 
charge will be made for each transaction, unless 
you are a Filmhouse Member, in which case 
booking is free. 

Tickets cannot be exchanged nor money 
refunded except in the event of a cancellation of 
a performance. 

Programmes are subject to change, but only in 
extraordinary circumstances. 

All seats are unreserved.  If you require seats 
together please arrive in plenty of time. Cinemas 
will be open 15 minutes before the start of each 
screening. 

The management reserves the right of admission 
and will not admit latecomers. 

Double Bills are shown in the same order as 
indicated on these pages. Intervals in Double Bills 
last 10 minutes. 

BOX OFFICE:  0131 228 2688    
Open from 12 noon - 9.00pm daily

PROGRAMME INFO:  0131 228 2689

BOOK ONLINE: www.filmhousecinema.com    
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DEATH BY HANGINGJAPANESE SUMMER: DOUBLE SUICIDE MERRY CHRISTMAS, MR LAWRENCE

Nagisa Oshima

EMPIRE OF PASSION

TICKETDEALS

See any three (or more) films in this season and get 15% off 
See any six (or more) films in this season and get 25% off 
See any nine (or more) films in this season and get 35% off

These packages are available online, in person and on the 
phone, on both full price and concession price tickets.  
Tickets must all be bought at the same time. 

Japanese Summer: Double Suicide
Muri-shinju: nihon no natsu
Fri 4 Sep at 6.15pm & Sun 6 Sep at 8.45pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1967 • 1h38m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 18
Cast: Keiko Sakurai, Kei Sato.

Possibly the rarest film in this retrospective, Japanese 
Summer combines the stylised criminal-underworld milieu 
of such early classics as Cruel Story of Youth and The Sun’s 
Burial with the more fragmented, freewheeling style of late 
1960s experiments such as Sing a Song of Sex and Diary of 
a Shinjuku Thief. The story centres on a suicidal gangster 
and a love-hungry woman in what Oshima calls “a world of 
television, toys, and demons.”

Dear Summer Sister  Natsu no imoto
Wed 9 Sep at 6.15pm & Fri 11 Sep at 6.00pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1972 • 1h35m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 15
Cast: Hiromi Kurita, Hosei Komatsu, Akiko Koyama, Shoji Ishibashi.

Here Oshima takes a very serious subject – the return of 
Okinawa to Japan from American control – and gives it a pop, 
almost parodic feel, with a floating camera and free-form 
narrative. Sunaoko, a teenage girl, travels from Tokyo to 
Okinawa to look for a boy who may be her half-brother. Oshima 
sends her on a Godardian travelogue; in an orange polka dot 
mini-dress, she tours the island with a friend and an elderly, 
beer-swilling ‘gentleman’ in a white suit. Though he claimed 
at the time that the film was very clear and straightforward, 
Oshima keeps adding all manner of strange characters and 
incidents, hints of incest and illegitimacy, a murder plot, and 
commentary on Japan’s war crimes and abuse of Okinawa, all 
the while maintaining a breezy, sometimes farcical tone. 

Merry Christmas, Mr Lawrence
Senjo no meri kurisumasu
Sat 12 Sep at 6.00pm & Sun 13 Sep at 4.15pm
Nagisa Oshima • UK/Japan 1983 • 2h3m • 35mm • English and 
Japanese with English subtitles • 15 – Contains strong violence and 
language, and moderate sex references
Cast: David Bowie, Tom Conti, Ryuichi Sakamoto, Takeshi Kitano, 
Jack Thompson.

Oshima’s first English language film is set in a Japanese 
run POW camp on the Indonesian island of Java in 1942. 
Run by the initially benevolent Capitan Yonoi (Ryuichi 
Sakamoto) and the heavy-handed Sergeant Hara (Takeshi 
Kitano), things go smoothly thanks to the bilingual Colonel 
Lawrence (Tom Conti), who tries to mediate between 
the prisoners and their overseers. When new prisoner 
Major Jack Celliers (David Bowie) arrives, however, his 
charismatic personality and rebellious attitude destroy the 
camp’s equilibrium.

Empire of Passion  Ai no borei
Sun 13 Sep at 9.00pm & Sun 20 Sep at 8.45pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan/France 1978 • 1h46m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 18
Cast: Tatsuya Fuji, Kazuko Yoshiyuki, Takahiro Tamura.

A companion piece to In the Realm of the Senses, this 
Cannes Best Director winner is broadly similar in subject 
matter but strikingly different in treatment, with an 
emphasis on repression (rather than indulgence) and an 
ethereally beautiful visual style. Beneath the exquisite play 
of light and shadow, Oshima’s critique of Japanese society 
is as trenchant as ever, as he tells a turn-of-the-century tale 
about murderous lovers haunted by the victim’s ghost and 
hounded by the forces of justice.

Nagisa Oshima
Best known in the West for his erotic masterpiece In 
the Realm of the Senses and his David Bowie vehicle 
Merry Christmas, Mr Lawrence, Nagisa Oshima is widely 
considered the most important figure in the Japanese 
cinema since the classical era of Mizoguchi, Ozu, and 
Kurosawa. Often compared to the French New Wave 
filmmakers and to Godard in particular, Oshima has in fact 
moved parallel to (and often been ahead of) European 
trends more than he has followed them. Complex and 
audacious, perennially iconoclastic, vigorously mixing 
violence, eroticism, politics, and self-reflexivity, Oshima’s 
films represent a crucial link between modernism and 
non-western modes of perception.

With very special thanks to James Quandt (Cinematheque 
Ontario) for organising the retrospective and to the following 
without whose assistance it would not have been possible: 
Nagisa Oshima, Eiko Oshima (Oshima Productions), 
Kawakita Memorial Film Institute, Janus Films, Regina 
Schlagnitweit (Austrian Filmmuseum), and Julie Pearce (BFI).
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BAND OF NINJA A TOWN OF LOVE AND HOPETHE PLEASURES OF THE FLESH

Death by Hanging  Koshikei
Wed 16 Sep at 8.45pm & Thu 17 Sep at 8.45pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1968 • 1h57m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 18
Cast: Yu Do-yun, Kei Sato, Fumio Watanabe, Toshiro Ishido.

Beginning as an austere documentary-style examination 
of the process of carrying out an execution, Death by 
Hanging then becomes an absurd theatrical comedy. A 
Korean student is sentenced to hang but survives the 
noose, an act of rebellion that greatly inconveniences the 
institutional figureheads watching from the bench. Worse, 
he is suffering from amnesia, so the guards begin re-
enacting his crimes to jog his memory. Oshima is unsubtle 
in his critique of Japan’s persecution of Koreans, and in 
his questioning of whether collectively imagining crimes, 
villains, or justifications can make them come true.

Band of Ninja  Ninja bugei-cho
Sat 19 Sep at 3.45pm & Sun 20 Sep at 3.45pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1967 • 1h40m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 12A

Oshima’s only anime, Band of Ninja shows that Oshima 
could employ almost any form or genre to his own ends. 
Choosing a favourite comic strip of Sixties students and 
radicals, Sanpei Shirato’s ‘Ninja Bugeicho’, which centres 
on a boy’s revenge for the death of his feudal lord father 
and his alliance with a renegade ninja leading a peasant 
rebellion, Oshima does something radical: instead of 
animating it in the usual fashion, he employs his camera to 
move over actual comic book pages to give them life and 
movement, adding voices, narration, and sound effects.

The Pleasures of the Flesh  Etsuraku
Sat 19 Sep at 6.00pm & Mon 21 Sep at 6.30pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1965 • 1h34m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles   
15 – Contains moderate threat, violence, sex and sex references
Cast: Katsuo Nakamura, Mariko Kaga, Yumiko Nogawa, Masako Yagi.

The bizarrely funny Pleasures of the Flesh satirises Japan’s 
‘economic miracle’ with its crazed tale of a young college 
graduate, alienated in his white-collar job and pining for 
a woman for whom he has committed murder (though 
she isn’t aware of it). The naive young murderer ends up 
entrusted with a vast sum of money by a corrupt government 
official, and squanders it on a series of prostitutes, planning 
to commit suicide when the cash runs out. His pursuit of 
sensual abandonment in a hyper-modern ‘love hotel’ yields 
many caustic insights into Japanese society.

Cruel Story of Youth
Seishun zankoku monogatari
Mon 21 Sep at 8.45pm & Wed 23 Sep at 8.45pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1960 • 1h41m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles   
15 – Contains strong violence and moderate references to sex and 
abortion
Cast: Yusuke Kawazu, Miyuki Kuwano, Yoshiko Kuga, Shinji Tanaka.

Oshima’s second feature offers a potent statement of moral 
and political disillusionment wrapped up within a familiar 
‘youth gone wild’ shocker. Virtually ignoring the student 
protests over the signing of the US-Japan Security Treaty, 
the teenage lives here revolve around the twin poles of sex 
and money, as a naive middle-class girl falls for a dubious 
boyfriend content to use her as bait in extorting cash from 
middle-aged lechers. 

The Sun’s Burial  Taiyo no hakaba
Tue 22 Sep πat 6.15pm & Thu 24 Sep at 6.15pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1960 • 1h30m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 15 – Contains strong violence
Cast: Masahiko Tsugawa, Kayoko Honoo, Isao Sasaki, Fumio Watanabe.

Taking the explosive New Wave style of Cruel Story of 
Youth one step further, Oshima’s follow-up probes the 
lower depths of Osaka’s biggest slum. In this hellhole –  
drenched in lurid reds and oranges by the setting sun –  
teenage gangs, political fanatics, gangsters, and a 
resourceful prostitute vie for control of the area’s most 
profitable business: an illegal blood-peddling operation.

A Town of Love and Hope
Ai to kibo no machi
Wed 23 Sep at 5.45pm & Thu 24 Sep at 8.45pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1959 • 1h2m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 15
Cast: Hiroshi Fujikawa, Yuki Tominaga, Yuko Mochizuki, Michio Ito.

Oshima’s remarkable first film made him an instant pariah; 
the studio head suspended the young director for six 
months, declaring A Town of Love and Hope unwholesome 
and leftist. The story concerns a young boy  who plays a 
con game, selling and reselling his homing pigeon to pay for 
his mother’s medical bills. When he is befriended by a girl 
whose wealthy father is a manufacturer of television sets, 
the impoverished boy’s chances in life seem to look up. 

PLUS SHORT

Yunbogi’s Diary (Yunbogi no nikki)
Nagisa Oshima, Japan 1965, 30 min, 16mm

SEASON CONTINUES OVERLEAF
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IN THE REALM OF THE SENSESSING A SONG OF SEXBOY

Nagisa Oshima

Boy  Shonen
Fri 25 Sep at 6.00pm & Wed 30 Sep at 6.15pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1969 • 1h45m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 15
Cast: Tetsuo Abe, Fumio Watanabe, Akiko Koyama, Tsuyoshi 
Kinoshita.

One of Oshima’s finest, Boy recounts the true story, one 
that briefly shocked Japan in 1966, of a married couple who 
trained their ten-year-old child to fake being hit by cars so 
they could collect damages from the shaken drivers. Oshima 
brilliantly employs this simple tale in a complex double 
portrait – of the desperate family, driven to callous extortion 
and exploitation, and the grasping society in which they live, 
one the director holds accountable for their actions.

Sing a Song of Sex  Nihon shunka-ko
Sat 26 Sep at 3.25pm & Sun 27 Sep at 3.25pm 
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1967 • 1h43m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 18
Cast: Ichiro Araki, Koji Iwabuchi, Kazuyoshi Kushida, Hiroshi Sato, 
Kazuko Tajima.

A group of provincial students arrives in Tokyo to take 
university entrance exams. Disillusioned and nihilistic, 
they spend their time singing dirty songs and fantasising 
about strangling a rich girl. Set on a politically charged 
day – the Founder’s Day holiday, reinstated in 1967 after 
the American Occupation had banned it – amid gently 
falling snow, this tender, crushingly sad examination of 
the alienation of Japanese youth suggests that solidarity is 
illusionary, and that political action will always be trumped 
or undone by sexual desire. Reminiscent of Haneke’s 
Funny Games, the film’s final sequences are among 
Oshima’s most disturbing.

Night and Fog in Japan
Nihon no yoru to kiri
Sat 3 Oct at 1.00pm & Sun 4 Oct at 5.30pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1960 • 1h52m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • PG – Contains mild violence
Cast: Miyuki Kuwano, Fumio Watanabe, Hiroshi Akutagawa, 
Shinko Ujiie, Akiko Koyama.

The wedding celebration of two young political 
activists becomes the backdrop for a series of political 
confrontations, each expressing the disillusioned hopes 
of left-wing student movements of the 1950s and 1960s. 
Combining flashbacks, off-screen scenarios, blackouts, and 
balletic camera movements, Night and Fog in Japan is one 
of Oshima’s most dazzling, demanding, and controversial 
films.

The Catch  Shiiku
Tue 6 Oct at 8.45pm & Wed 7 Oct at 8.45pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1961 • 1h37m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 18
Cast: Rentaro Mikuni, Hugh Hard, Yoko Mihara, Akiko Koyama, 
Yoshi Kato.

Based on a prize-winning novella by future Nobel laureate 
Kenzaburo Oe – Oshima removes the homoeroticism of 
the source but adds his typical touch of incestuous desire 
– The Catch is set during the final days of World War II. A 
black GI is captured in a remote Japanese farming village, 
and becomes a pawn in a power struggle between various 
factions. As the villagers squabble over their ‘catch’, 
Oshima explores subjects that would become his hallmarks 
– Japanese hypocrisy, racism, xenophobia, insularity, 
scapegoating – with detached ferocity. 

Violence at Noon  Hakuchu no torima
Thu 8 Oct at 8.45pm & Mon 12 Oct at 6.15pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1966 • 1h43m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles  
18 – Contains scenes of suicide and sexual violence
Cast: Saeda Kawaguchi, Akiko Koyama, Kei Sato, Matsuhiro Toura.

A splintered crime thriller based on true events, Violence 
at Noon filters the life of a rapist-murderer through the 
perspective of two women who are both his victims and his 
protectors. Whereas Night and Fog in Japan represented 
Oshima’s most intensive use of the long take, Violence at 
Noon fuses over 2,000 shots into a rapidly cut vortex of 
shifting perspectives and time frames.

In the Realm of the Senses Ai no corrida
Fri 9 Oct at 3.50pm + 9.00pm and  
Sat 10 & Sun 11 Oct at 4.00pm + 8.45pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan/France 1976 • 1h49m • New 35mm print   
Japanese with English subtitles • 18
Cast: Tatsuya Fuji, Eiko Matsuda, Aoi Nakajima, Yasuko Matsui.

Banned, butchered, debated, and denounced when it was 
released – it caused riots at Cannes, was severely censored 
in its home country and not released in the UK until fifteen 
years after it was made – Oshima’s ferocious tale of sexual 
obsession now takes its place as a classic of world cinema. 
An exquisite spectacle that links various kinds of bondage 
and subjugation – between man and woman, master and 
servant, individual and state (note the historical backdrop 
of war preparations) – the film is based on an incident 
that took place in 1936, in which Abe Sada, a hotel maid, 
murdered and castrated her employer after several days 
of sequestered love-making with him. Oshima portrays an 
erotic abandon so absolute that it creates its own world. 
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Shiro from Amakusa, the Christian 
Rebel
Amakusa shiro tokisada
Sat 10 Oct at 6.30pm & Sun 11 Oct at 6.30pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1962 • 1h40m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 15
Cast: Hashizo Okawa, Ryutaro Otomo, Satomi, Oka, Rentaro Mikuni.

Hired to make a vehicle for hot young star Hashizo 
Okawa, Oshima settled on a true story, familiar to every 
Japanese student: that of a 1637 rebellion in which 
starving Christian peasants, oppressed by landowners 
and samurai alike, rose up, led by a teenaged boy called 
Shiro, against the Shogunate. No surprise that Oshima 
fashioned this historical pageant – a genre seemingly at 
odds with his sensibility – into a lightly-veiled comment on 
the contemporary rebellion of Japanese youth against the 
country’s repressive rulers.                 

Diary of a Shinjuku Thief
Shinjuku dorobo nikki
Tue 13 Oct at 8.45pm & Wed 14 Oct at 8.45pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1968 • 1h36m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 18
Cast: Tadanori Yokoo, Rie Yokoyama, Kei Sato, Juro Kara.

Made in and very much of the epochal year 1968, Diary 
of a Shinjuku Thief situates a raunchy, romantic affair 
between two disaffected young people within a larger 
context of worldwide student revolt and cultural icons such 
as Henry Miller, Muhammad Ali, and Jean Genet (whose 
‘A Thief’s Journal’ inspired the film’s title), all served up in a 
freewheeling Godardian collage that veers from handheld 
verité to overt theatricality.

Three Resurrected Drunkards
Kaette kita yopparai
Thu 15 Oct at 8.45pm & Mon 19 Oct at 6.15pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1968 • 1h20m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 15
Cast: Kazuhiko Kato, Norihiko Hashida, Osamu Kitayama, Kei Sato, 
Mako Midori.

A wildly colour-splashed CinemaScope lark, rocket-fuelled 
with the runaway teenage spirit of A Hard Day’s Night 
and the anti-authoritarian, antiwar fury of 1968. Three 
Resurrected Drunkards follows three students (including 
Kazuhiko Kato from the influential Sadistic Mika Band) 
as they play war games (such as mimicking the infamous 
street-execution photo from the Vietnam War) along an 
empty beach, only to find their school uniforms stolen 
by Korean stowaways, who, in one of the film’s multiple 
reality-versus-fantasy dialectics, are actually dodging the 
Vietnam War. The three then begin a chase that never 
ends, in which Japanese is Korean, Korean Japanese, and 
nothing is as it seems.

The Man Who Left His Will on Film
Tokyo senso sengo hiwa
Tue 20 Oct at 6.15pm & Wed 21 Oct at 6.15pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1970 • 1h34m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 18
Cast: Kazuo Goto, Emiko Iwasaki, Sugio Fukuoka.

Endo, a young militant filmmaker being chased by police, 
leaps to his death. Was it suicide? An accident? Or was 
it, as the film sometimes seems to suggest, an illusory 
act? Endo leaves behind evidence in his movie camera 
that yields no clues: ‘meaningless’ random shots of Tokyo 
rooftops and streets. Motoki, a comrade who believes the 
leap was suicidal, becomes obsessed with finding the truth, 
and slowly begins to take over the life of the deceased 
militant, starting with Endo’s girlfriend. 

The Ceremony  Gishiki
Thu 22 Oct at 5.45pm & Mon 26 Oct at 5.45pm
Nagisa Oshima • Japan 1971 • 2h2m • 35mm   
Japanese with English subtitles • 15
Cast: Kenzo Kawarasaki, Atsuko Kaku, Nobuko Otowa, Kei Sato.

Widely acclaimed as Oshima’s most ambitious film, The 
Ceremony takes as its subject the entire history of postwar 
Japan, as embodied by the fortunes of the powerful 
Sakurada family from 1946 to the present. Oshima 
savagely chronicles the family’s fortunes and woes as its 
members gather for yearly ceremonies: burials, weddings, 
reunions. Through magisterial use of flashbacks, Oshima 
reveals the Sakaduras’ dark past, their communists and 
militarists, war criminals and rising businessmen, sports 
heroes and suicidal patriarchs, all involved in postwar 
Japan’s economic rise and societal shame. 

Kyoto, My Mother’s Place
Sun 18 Oct at 4.00pm
Nagisa Oshima • UK/Japan 1991 • 50m • DigiBeta   
English and Japanese with English subtitles • 12A • Documentary

A lovely, revealing portrait of a place that also becomes a 
self portrait, Kyoto, My Mother’s Place was commissioned 
by BBC Scotland and was chosen by Martin Scorsese as 
the “buried treasure” of Oshima’s career. Oshima begins 
with his mother, showing pictures of her and interviewing 
her friends to reveal the period in which she lived.

DIARY OF A SHINJUKU THIEF THREE RESURRECTED DRUNKARDS THE MAN WHO LEFT HIS WILL ON FILM
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TWELVE MONKEYS THE BIG SMOKE THE BIG SMOKE

BFI Mediatheque 
On Tour
In homage to the touring picture shows of the 
past, specially curated programmes from the 
new BFI Mediatheque offer unique insights into 
Britain and Britons during the 20th century.

The Big Smoke
Films from a Lost London 1896-1945
Sun 6 Sep at 4.00pm & Mon 7 Sep at 6.15pm
UK • 1h22m • Beta SP • PG

Experience London life in a bygone age, from the bustle of 
the Victorian commute to the ordeal of the Blitz, with this 
programme of silent films from the BFI National Archive 
– brought to dazzling life with a newly-commissioned 
score composed and performed by celebrated pianist 
James Pearson with the Ronnie Scott’s All Stars. Highlights 
include Blackfriars Bridge (1896), an extraordinary glimpse 
of Victorians travelling to work by horse-drawn tram and 
on foot at an enviably elegant pace. Look out for famous 
landmarks in Old London Street Scenes (1903), where the 
traffic chaos seems strangely familiar, while sci-fi short The 
Fugitive Futurist (1924) sees an oddball inventor startle 
Londoners with a glimpse of their great city’s future.

Science and Film
Monthly screenings in association with The British 
Science Association, a registered charity which exists 
to advance the public understanding, accessibility 
and accountability of the sciences and  
engineering. For further details on  
The British Science Association, see  
www.britishscienceassociation.org

Twelve Monkeys
Sun 13 Sep at 1.00pm
Terry Gilliam • USA 1995 • 2h9m • 35mm • 15
Cast: Bruce Willis, Brad Pitt, Madeleine Stowe, Christopher 
Plummer, David Morse.

In 1996, a virus kills five billion people. 40 years later, the 
underground survivors ‘volunteer’ convict James Cole 
(Bruce Willis) to travel back and study it. Time travel is no 
exact science and he’s initially sent back to 1990, where 
he’s certified insane, then to the trenches of the First World 
War. On his travels, he meets two key figures: psychiatrist 
Dr Railly (Madeleine Stowe) and fellow patient Jeffrey 
Goines (Brad Pitt). Son of a prominent biochemist, Goines 
is suspect number one for spreading the disease, whilst 
Railly is the only person remotely sympathetic to Cole’s 
delusional paranoia.

Astronomer at the Royal Observatory Edinburgh,  
Dr Fergus Simpson, will present an introductory talk 
reviewing the concept of time travel, time machines, and 
the technologies required to construct them.
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CHESS IN CONCERT ICE AGE: DAWN OF THE DINOSAURSTREASURE PLANET

Chess in Concert
Sun 6 Sep at 2.30pm – TICKETS £7.50/£5.00
UK 2008 • 2h40m (includes a fifteen-minute intermission)   
Digital projection • 12A

From the writers of the international blockbuster Mamma 
Mia! (ABBA’s Bjorn Ulvaeus and Benny Andersson) 
comes the spectacular musical Chess in Concert, filmed 
at the Royal Albert Hall in May 2008. Leading the cast is 
international singing star Josh Groban, who has sold over 
23 million records, with Broadway stars Idina Menzel 
(Wicked) and Adam Pascal (Rent) and chart topping Wet 
Wet Wet singer Marti Pellow as The Arbiter. Also featured 
are the Chess in Concert company, the 100 strong West 
End Chorus and the City of London Philharmonic. 

Chess involves a romantic triangle between two chess 
players (loosely based on Victor Korchnoi and the late 
Bobby Fischer) in a World Chess Championship, and 
the woman who manages one and falls in love with the 
other, all in the context of a Cold War struggle between 
the United States and Soviet Union. With a stellar cast 
and incredible music, this is a must see production of the 
famous musical. 

Directed by Hugh Wooldridge

Adapted by Tim Rice & Hugh Wooldridge

Conducted by David Firman

SPECIALEVENT Weans’ World
Films for a younger audience. Tickets cost 
£2.10 per person, big or small!

Please note: although we normally disapprove of people 
talking during screenings, these shows are primarily for 
kids, so grown-ups should expect some noise!

Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs
Sat 26 & Sun 27 Sep at 1.00pm and  
Mon 28 Sep at 10.30am
Carlos Saldanha • USA 2009 • 1h34m • 35mm   
U – Contains scenes of threat, mild comic violence and innuendo
With the voices of Simon Pegg, Seann William Scott, Queen Latifah.

In this follow-up to the first two Ice Age movies, Manny 
and Ellie are expecting a mini-mammoth, and Sid the sloth 
finds three dinosaur eggs which proceed to hatch into a 
trio of adorable baby T-Rexes...

Treasure Planet
Sun 13 Sep at 1.00pm & Mon 14 Sep at 10.30am
Ron Clements & John Musker • USA 2002 • 1h36m • 35mm  
U – Contains brief mild peril
With the voices of Joseph Gordon-Levitt, David Hyde Pierce, Brian 
Murray, Emma Thompson, Laurie Metcalf.

Jim Hawkins is a tearaway teen who escapes dreary 
domesticity when he’s given a map to the mythological 
Treasure Planet. Off he sets, aided by his bumbling alien 
sidekick Doctor Doppler, who hires a ship crewed by the 
suspicious cyborg John Silver and other alien reprobates...
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JAMON, JAMON LIVE FLESHBELLE EPOQUE

Jamón, jamón
Sat 26 Sep at 1.00pm
Bigas Luna • Spain 1992 • 1h34m • 35mm   
Spanish with English subtitles • 18
Cast: Javier Bardem, Stefania Sandrelli, Penélope Cruz, Anna 
Galiena, Jordi Mollà.

Conchita, the status-conscious wife of a wealthy factory 
owner, is none too happy to hear that her ne’er-do-well 
son is bedding the luscious Silvia, daughter of the town 
prostitute – especially as the girl’s mother once had an affair 
with Conchita’s husband. So Conchita concocts a scheme 
to end the relationship: she hires Raul, the town hunk, to 
seduce Silvia. But even the best-laid plans can go awry, 
and it’s not long before Raul is bedding both women... and 
a confrontation is on its way. A movie that combines lurid 
melodrama with vast improbabilities, sexy soap opera with 
heartfelt romance, and cheerful satire with heedless raunch.

Belle epoque
Sun 27 Sep at 1.00pm
Fernando Trueba • Spain/Portugal/France 1992 • 1h49m • 35mm  
Spanish with English subtitles • 15
Cast: Penélope Cruz, Miriam Díaz-Aroca, Gabino Diego, Fernando 
Fernán Gómez, Michel Galabru.

Provincial Spain, 1931. Elderly artist Manolo offers shelter 
to Fernando, a young deserter from the royalist army, 
who is happy to accept, especially when he sets eyes on 
Manolo’s four daughters. To his surprise, Fernando is 
seduced by each in turn... On one level, this charming 
Oscar®-winner is a bedroom farce about the joys of 
passionate, bucolic union between the sexes. But it’s also a 
tender and humanistic saga, punctuated with amusing digs 
at church, marriage and politics.

Bardem & Cruz
In recent years Spanish cinema has achieved a new economic and cultural prominence, 
both nationally and internationally. This began with Pedro Almodóvar’s colourful 
comedies of the eighties, but became a fully blown renaissance with the new wave 
of Spanish filmmakers that came out of the nineties, including Fernando Trueba, Icíar 
Bollaín, Alex de Ia Iglesia, Bigas Luna, Alejandro Amenábar and Julio Medem. This, in 
no small part, is attributable to a cinema that has embraced modernity over tradition, 
with its emphasis on youth, fast paced editing and genre. Crucially, Spanish  cinema 
has benefited from the availability of an exceptionally talented pool of stars, many of 
whom have had flirtations with mainstream Hollywood, such as Carmen Maura, Victoria 
Abril, Antonio Banderas and the subjects of this brief retrospective, Javier Bardem and 
Penélope Cruz. 

By tracking the careers of the hyper-masculine Bardem and the sensuous Cruz , 
who both shot to fame in 1992 with the release of Bigas Luna’s deliciously sardonic 
celebration of Spanish machismo Jamón, jamón, we are able also to track the 
development and maturity of contemporary Spanish cinema, representations of 
national identity and gender, and the influence of Spanish artists on mainstream 
Hollywood. 

Programmed in association with and based on an original idea by Sandra Franco and 
Carlos Redondo of CinemaAttic.
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VOLVER DON’T MOVE THE SEA INSIDE

Live Flesh  Carne trémula
Mon 28 Sep at 6.15pm
Pedro Almodóvar • Spain/France 1997 • 1h41m • 35mm   
Spanish and Italian with English subtitles • 18
Cast: Javier Bardem, Francesca Neri, Liberto Rabal, José Sancho, 
Angela Molina, Penélope Cruz.

A story of obsession, hatred, jealousy and revenge, this 
free but sensitive adaptation of Ruth Rendell’s thriller 
concerns a young man sent to prison for his accidental 
involvement in a police raid that went disastrously wrong. 
When he comes out, he goes after the cop who helped 
to put him away, who has been confined to a wheelchair 
since. The performances are spot on, the visuals are crisp, 
stylish and imaginative, and, focusing for once on male 
characters, Almodóvar gives us a compelling portrait of 
men on the verge of a nervous breakdown.

Volver
Tue 29 Sep at 5.45pm
Pedro Almodóvar • Spain 2006 • 2h1m • 35mm   
Spanish with English subtitles   
15 – Contains moderate sex references and violence
Cast: Penélope Cruz, Carmen Maura, Lola Dueñas, Blanca Portillo, 
Yohana Cobo.

Pedro Almodóvar’s wonderfully vivacious Volver is a serio-
comic melodrama  featuring a career-high performance 
from Penélope Cruz and the return to the fold of former 
muse, Carmen Maura. The less said about the plot the 
better really – to give away any of it would lessen its 
considerable impact – suffice to say it’s a characteristically 
clever, intricate tale, brilliantly told, of death, superstition, 
secrets and lies amongst the women of three generations 
of the same family. 

Don’t Move  Non ti muovere
Thu 1 Oct at 5.45pm
Sergio Castellitto • Italy/Spain/UK 2004 • 2h2m • 35mm   
Italian with English subtitles • 15
Cast: Penélope Cruz, Sergio Castellitto, Claudia Gerini, Lina 
Bernardi, Elena Perino.

Timoteo is a wealthy doctor, successful and married to a 
beautiful woman. When his teenage daughter is involved 
in an accident and is fighting for her life, he waits anxiously 
for news of her condition and recalls a passionate affair he 
had before his daughter was born. He met the woman, 
Italia, when his car broke down on the outskirts of the city. 
After an initial first encounter that resulted in Timoteo’s 
brutally raping the hapless Italia, he found himself 
shunning his beautiful wife Elsa and returning to visit Italia 
more and more frequently. What began as a dark, shameful 
outlet for his disgust with his bourgeois existence grew to 
become a genuine love that would change both of their 
lives forever.

The Sea Inside  Mar adentro
Fri 2 Oct at 5.45pm
Alejandro Amenábar • Spain/France/Italy 2004 • 2h6m • 35mm   
Spanish, Catalan and Galician with English subtitles   
PG – Contains euthanasia theme
Cast: Javier Bardem, Belén Rueda, Lola Dueñas, Mabel Rivera, 
Celso Bugallo.

Based on the true story of Ramón Sampedro, a Spanish 
quadriplegic who for 30 years fought for the right 
to assisted suicide, The Sea Inside features a quite 
extraordinary performance from Javier Bardem. Confined 
to a bed for almost three decades after breaking his neck 
in a diving accident, Ramón is forced to rely on the loving 
care of his family. He has also, since his legal battle began, 
come to count on the friendship and counsel of three 
women: Gené, an activist for a pro-euthanasia organisation; 
Julia, a lawyer suffering from a progressive disease; and 
Rosa, a lonely young factory worker and single mother 
intent on showing Ramón that life is really worth living, 
mostly because she needs reminding herself.

TICKETDEALS

See any three (or more) films in this season and get 15% off 
See any six (or more) films in this season and get 25% off

These packages are available online, in person and on the 
phone, on both full price and concession price tickets.  
Tickets must all be bought at the same time. SEASON CONTINUES OVERLEAF
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NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN VICKY CRISTINA BARCELONA THE CONSTANT GARDENER

Jean Renoir/Coming Soon

No Country for Old Men
Sat 3 Oct at 1.15pm
Joel Coen & Ethan Coen • USA 2007 • 2h2m • 35mm   
15 – Contains strong bloody violence
Cast: Tommy Lee Jones, Javier Bardem, Josh Brolin, Woody 
Harrelson, Kelly Macdonald.

Out hunting antelope, Lewellyn Moss stumbles upon the 
gory aftermath of a drug deal and decides to make off with 
the cash. The decision transforms his life into a nightmare 
of pursuit, as he is hunted across country by the local 
sheriff and remorseless assassin Anton Chigurh (Javier 
Bardem). Adapted from the novel by Cormac McCarthy, 
No Country For Old Men is both a searing thriller and an 
elegy for a collapsing society. 

Vicky Cristina Barcelona
Mon 5 Oct at 8.45pm
Woody Allen • Spain/USA 2008 • 1h36m • 35mm   
Catalan, English and Spanish with English subtitles   
12A – Contains moderate sex references and implied sex
Cast: Javier Bardem, Penélope Cruz, Scarlett Johansson, Rebecca 
Hall, Patricia Clarkson.

Two young American women, Vicky and Cristina, come 
to Barcelona for a summer holiday. Vicky is sensible and 
engaged to be married; Cristina is emotionally and sexually 
adventurous. In Barcelona, they’re drawn into a series of 
unconventional romantic entanglements with Juan Antonio 
(Javier Bardem), a charismatic painter, who’s still involved 
with his tempestuous ex-wife Maria Elena (Penélope 
Cruz). Woody Allen is finally back on form, with this 
funny, sexy and open-minded celebration of love in all its 
configurations.

I Puritani  Vincenzo Bellini
Sun 13 Sep at 2.00pm – TICKETS £15/£10
2008 • 3h8m (includes a fifteen-minute intermission)   
Digital projection • Italian with English subtitles • 12A

Following five years of extraordinary success with ‘La 
Sonnambula’, ‘Norma’ and ‘Beatrice di Tenda’, ‘I Puritani’, 
the last opera written by a young Bellini, who died at 
the age of 34, is the richest example of transition from 
the lyrical classicism to the passion of romanticism. This 
production was filmed live at the Teatro Comunale di 
Bologna.

The English civil war in the 1640s has divided the land 
between the supporters of Parliament under Oliver 
Cromwell and the Royalists faithful to the Stuart monarchy. 
King Charles has been beheaded and Queen Enrichetta 
(Henrietta) has escaped in disguise... 

Conductor: Michele Mariotti

Direction, Sets and Costumes: Pier’ Alli

Cast includes: Juan Diego Flórez, Nino Machaidze, Ugo 
Guagliardo, Ildebrando D’Arcangelo.

Please note this screening will be preceded by around 
fifteen minutes of cinema advertising. The programme will 
finish at approximately 5.23pm.

Opera On Screen
Magnificent international productions of some 
of the world’s favourite operas, filmed live and 
digitally projected onto the big screen.
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Bardem & Cruz (continued)/Opera On Screen

THE WOMAN ON THE BEACH

Jean Renoir/Coming Soon

Jean Renoir
The final two screenings in our Jean Renoir season.

“My judgement that Jean Renoir is the greatest 
filmmaker in the world is not based on a public 
opinion poll but purely on my own feelings. It’s 
a feeling, I might add, that is shared by other 
filmmakers. After all, Renoir is the quintessential 
filmmaker of the personal.” (Francois Truffaut, 1967)

Marking the 30th anniversary of his death in 
1979, this season celebrates the work of a director 
whose influence on world cinema is impossible 
to overestimate. The son of impressionist painter 
Auguste, Renoir’s career in film began in the silent 
era but he is best known for masterpieces of the 
1930s such as Boudu Saved From Drowning, 
La grande illusion and La règle du jeu, films 
characterised both by their humanism and 
earthy realism. His predilection for deep-focus 
photography was based, according to André Bazin, 
on “a profound respect for the continuity of dramatic 
space, and of course, of its duration.”

Alongside the more famous titles, this six-film season 
also includes rare screenings of Toni, The Woman 
on the Beach and ravishing Technicolour drama The 
River, shot in India.

Pasquale Iannone

The screening of The Woman On The Beach will be 
introduced by Pasquale Iannone.

The Woman on the Beach
Tue 8 Sep at 6.15pm
Jean Renoir • USA 1947 • 1h11m • 16mm • PG
Cast: Joan Bennett, Robert Ryan, Charles Bickford, Nan Leslie.

Made for RKO in 1946, The Woman on the Beach was 
considered too obscure and too erotic, and was cut 
drastically by the studio. It turned out to be the last 
film of Renoir’s Hollywood period. Today it stands as a 
remarkable, unmistakably Renoirian story of a tormented 
triangle involving a blind painter (Charles Bickford), his 
passionate wife (Joan Bennett) and a shell-shocked sailor 
(Robert Ryan). 

“It was a sort of avant-garde film which would have found 
its niche a quarter of a century earlier,” Renoir admitted. “It 
had no success with the American audiences. Worse still, it 
thoroughly displeased the RKO bosses.”

The River
Tue 15 Sep at 6.00pm
Jean Renoir • France/India/USA 1951 • 1h39m • 35mm   
English and Bengali with English subtitles • U
Cast: Nora Swinburne, Esmond Knight, Arthur Shields, Suprova 
Mukerjee, Thomas E Breen.

Renoir’s first colour film – indeed the first Technicolor film 
to be shot entirely in India – The River was adapted from 
Rumer Godden’s novel about an English family living in 
Bengal during the final years of the Raj. Intensely lyrical, 
The River is Renoir’s act of love toward childhood and to 
India. Martin Scorsese once described it as one of the two 
most beautiful colour films ever made and the first film to 
introduce him to a foreign culture.

Citizen Kane
Orson Welles • USA 1941 • 1h59m • New 35mm print • U
Cast: Orson Welles, Joseph Cotten, Everett Sloane, Dorothy 
Comingore, Agnes Moorehead.

A fictional biography of media magnate Charles Foster 
Kane (Orson Welles) – a thinly veiled William Randolph 
Hearst that brought Welles and RKO all kinds of problems 
– that recreates a life in flashback, Welles’ Citizen Kane was 
a startling cinematic debut by any standards, and the fact 
that it was made by a 25-year-old made it nothing short of 
remarkable.

Beginning with Kane’s lonely death at his crumbling and 
ornate Xanadu mansion, the film details the destruction of 
Kane’s childhood, when his mother unwittingly inherits a 
legacy, and his resulting adolescent realisation that part of 
the legacy includes a newspaper, which Kane decides to 
run personally. From there, Kane builds a media empire, 
dabbles in politics and women, and eventually starts to 
alienate all those around him.

A potent metaphor for the betrayal of principles, the 
souring of the American Dream, and an intelligent 
mediation on the corrupting nature of power, the film’s 
reputation is nothing short of gargantuan. Regularly cited 
as the greatest movie ever made, there’s no doubting 
its pure brilliance and status as a contender for so lofty a 
claim. 

To celebrate the re-release of this seminal work we will be 
screening a season of other Orson Welles films in October 
– see next month’s programme for details.

COMINGSOON
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FILMHOUSE CAFE BAR

Film Quiz 
Sunday 13 September
Filmhouse’s phenomenally successful  
(and rather tricky) monthly quiz.  
Teams of up to eight people to  
be seated in the café bar by 9pm.
 

Filmhouse Café Bar 
Drop in for a cappuccino, espresso or herbal tea 
and enjoy one of our superb cakes. 

Our full menu runs from noon to 10pm seven 
days a week! 

All our dishes are prepared on the premises 
using fresh ingredients. 

We’ve an extensive vegetarian range with a 
variety of daily specials.

A glass of wine? Choose from nine! The bar has 
real choice in ales, beers and bottles.

A special event? Just ask, we can probably help.

Or just come and relax in the ambience!

Opening hours:

Sunday – Thursday 10am till 11.30pm

Friday – Saturday 10am till 12.30am

0131 229 5932   cafebar@filmhousecinema.com

Courses, Workshops and Events at Filmhouse

The Business of Acting Workshops
Helen Raw’s Business of Acting Workshop has returned to Filmhouse. Run by acting  
professionals and with plenty of time for questions and answers, the monthly workshops will  
take place in the Guild Rooms at Filmhouse on the following dates (please note some dates have changed 
from previous publications): Friday 4 September, Tuesday 3 November, Thursday 3 December. Each one will 
be limited to 15 participants, so book to be sure of a place. 

Age group: suitable for all ages     Duration: 6.00pm - 8.00pm     Cost: £5     Book: 0131 228 2688

For more information on Helen Raw and Raw Talent Productions please visit www.rawtalentproductions.co.uk

Screenwriters Group  17 September, 15 October, 19 November, 17 December
‘Screenwriters, EH’ holds free monthly meetings for screenwriters and filmmakers. Meetings include talks 
from film industry professionals, workshopping with actors, and feedback on members’ scripts, and always 
incorporate time for networking and film-related chat.  Everyone welcome, regardless of experience. More 
information can be found at the Scottish Screenwriters website http://scottishscreenwriters.ning.com/ or 
by emailing Debs Cannon on debs_cannon@yahoo.co.uk or Pete Goldsack at petegoldsack@googlemail.com

Open to all     Duration: 7pm – 10pm     FREE       

Make a Film in a Week – It’s Back!  Monday 19 - Friday 23 October
The extremely popular and successful filmaking workshop for kids returns to Filmhouse for the October 
break. This five-day workshop, run by Helen Raw of Raw Talent Productions, will guide you through 
everything you need to produce your film or documentary, and you’ll get to know what it’s like to be on a set 
for real. We’ll take you through: writing/improvising a script, casting, storyboarding, scheduling, acting for 
the camera and editing your film. Whether it’s a drama, documentary or a spoof, by day five you’ll go home 
with a copy of your own film.

Age group: S1-S4 pupils     Duration: 10am – 4pm (lunch not included)     Cost: £75     Book: 0131 228 2688  

Exhibition – Behind the Placards: stories for the G20 at St Andrews    
6 September - 2 October, Filmhouse Café Bar – see page 12 for details

New Bollocks Cinema

MAKE A FILM IN A WEEK EXHIBITION – BEHIND THE PLACARDS  Image courtesy of Action Aid
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INFORMATION FOR PATRONS WITH  
DISABILITIES

Filmhouse foyer and box office are 
reached via a ramped surface from 
Lothian Road.  Our café-bar and 
accessible toilet are also at this level. The 
majority of seats in the café-bar are not 
fixed and can be moved.

There is wheelchair access to all three 
screens.  Cinema one has space for two 
wheelchair users and these places are 
reached via the passenger lift; cinemas 
two and three have one space each 
and to get to these you need to use our 
platform lifts. Staff are always on hand to  
operate them – please ask at the box 
office when you purchase your tickets.  

Advance booking for wheelchair spaces 
is recommended.  A second accessible 
toilet is situated at the lower level close 
to cinemas two and three.  If you need 
to bring along a helper to assist you 
in any way, then they will receive a 
complimentary ticket.

There are induction loops and infra-red 
in all three screens for those with hearing  
impairments.  Our brochure carries 
information on which films have 
subtitles. 

We regularly have screenings with Audio 
Description and subtitles for those with 
hearing difficulties – see page two for 
details of these.

Email admin@filmhousecinema.com or 
call the Box Office on 0131 228 2688 if 
you require further information. 

STAFFMAILINGLISTS ACCESS

RELATEDORGANISATIONS

FUNDINGFILMHOUSE

CORPORATEMEMBERS

The Leith Agency 
EQSN    
Vast Blue     

Edinburgh International Film Festival 
Tel: 0131 228 4051  Fax: 0131 229 5501 
www.edfilmfest.org.uk 

Edinburgh Film Guild  
Tel: 0131 623  8027 
www.edinburghfilmguild.com

To have this monthly brochure sent to 
you for a year, send £6 (cheques payable 
to Filmhouse Ltd) with your name and 
address and the month you wish your 
subscription to start.

This brochure is also available to 
download as a PDF from our website, 
www.filmhousecinema.com

Alternatively, sign up to our emailing list to 
find out what’s on when, and hear about 
special offers and competitions, by going 
to www.filmhousecinema.com

There is a large print 
version of the brochure 
available which can be 
posted to you free of 
charge.
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FINDINGFILMHOUSE

88 Lothian Road, Edinburgh, EH3 9BZ 

Nearest car parks: Morrison Street (next to 
the Conference Centre), Castle Terrace 

Buses: 1, 2, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 22, 24,  
30, 34, 35


